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Abstract
Understanding the implications of Europa’s roughness on backscattered radar signals is central to ensure that the future radar
sounding instruments heading for the Jovian icy moons, the Radar for Icy Moons Exploration (RIME) and the Radar for Europa
Assessment and Sounding: Ocean to Near-surface (REASON), will yield fruitful observations over their Europan targets. In this
paper we analyse the roughness of Mars in terms of piecewise monofractal behaviour, and compare the derived Allan profiles to
those of different types of Europan terrains. Using the MOLA dataset, we created roughness analogue maps for 12 different types
of Europan terrains, and performed additional analysis with High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) DTM data
to complement our study. We found that Aeolis Planum, the flanks of Tharsis Montes, and the chaos terrain south of Olympus
Mons are particularly rich in Europan roughness analogues. To put our findings into context, we present optical image comparisons
between some Europan terrains and a given Martian roughness analogue, as well as SHARAD and MARSIS tracks passing over
some of these areas of interest.
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1. Introduction
Jupiter’s moon Europa is a celestial body of high scientific interest. Its icy surface is characterised by unique geological features [1][2][3], and a growing body of evidence supports the existence of a global liquid water ocean underneath [4][5][6][7].
The thickness of the shell has been theorised to be between a
few kilometres and a few tens of kilometres [6].
Two major planetary science missions for the exploration
of Europa are currently being planned: The European Space
Agency (ESA) Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer (JUICE) [8], with a
launch scheduled in 2022, and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Europa Clipper mission [9],
with a launch scheduled in 2023. Both of them carry a radar
sounder as part of their payload. The Radar for Icy Moons Exploration (RIME) is the radar instrument of JUICE, and operates at a central frequency of f0 = 9 MHz and a selectable
bandwidth of B = 1 or 2.8 MHz [10]. The Radar for Europa
Assessment and Sounding: Ocean to Near-surface (REASON)
on Europa Clipper, is a dual-frequency instrument comprised
of an HF ( f0 = 9 MHz, B = 1 MHz) and a VHF ( f0 = 60 MHz,
B = 10 MHz) component [11]. As the first radar instruments
to be flown around the Jovian icy moons, RIME and REASON
will dramatically improve the characterisation of Europa’s ice
shell, and could potentially image the ice-ocean interface directly.
The roughness characteristics of a given surface is one of
the most significant factors that affects the back- and forwardPreprint submitted to Icarus

scattering of electromagnetic waves. As such, the scientific
return of RIME and REASON will be highly dependent on
the roughness of the Europan surface at different scales [12].
Popular characterisations of surface roughness include random
rough Gaussian models and fractional Brownian motion (fBm)
models, for both of which radar backscattering models exist
[13][14][15]. More comprehensive characterisations include
multifractal models [16][17], or the consideration of roughness
anisotropy [18]. A recent study by Steinbrügge et al. [19] characterised the roughness of different types of Europan surfaces
in terms of fractal behaviour, based on digital terrain models
(DTMs) obtained from stereo pairs of optical images acquired
by NASA’s Galileo probe, and concluded that most Europan
terrains exhibit piecewise monofractal behaviour. In contrast,
fBm backscattering models are usually designed with the assumption of simple monofractal surface at footprint scale.
Relative to Europa, Mars is a much more well-studied and
well-understood body, as it has been visited by multiple orbiters, landers, and rovers. The topography of its surface
was globally measured by the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter
(MOLA) instrument [20]. Several hundreds of local, very
high resolution DTMs have also been created using stereo
pairs of images from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) [21]. Lastly, two highly successful radar
instruments, the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and
Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS) [22] and the Shallow Radar
(SHARAD) [23] have been operating for more than a decade.
MARSIS is an ultrawideband radar with a selectable central
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frequency ( f0 = 1.8, 3, 4, or 5 MHz) and a fixed bandwidth
of B = 1 MHz. SHARAD, on the other hand, operates at the
fixed frequency f0 = 20 MHz and bandwidth B = 10 MHz.
For the aforementioned reasons, understanding which areas of
Mars are analogous to Europa in terms of roughness, and examining existing radar data over these areas, could provide precious insights on the properties of backscattered radar signals
from RIME or REASON. Additionally, these analogue DTMs
could be used as inputs for future RIME/REASON backscattering simulations.
The aim of this paper will be to find out whether such
“roughness analogues” of Europan terrains can be found on the
Martian surface, based on currently-available DTM datasets of
Mars, and if their distribution correlates with Martian geological units. To this end, we analyse the Martian MOLA and
HiRISE DTM datasets in terms of piecewise monofractal behaviour, and compare them with those published for Europa in
[19]. Here we define a “roughness analogue” as a zone with
similar surface fractal properties to a given terrain, according
to criteria which will be rigorously defined later on. A roughness analogue is thus not necessarily a geological analogue or
a geological process analogue, and vice versa. The outline
of the methodology is as follows. We first divide the MOLA
global DTM into 35 km by 35 km zones, and the different local HiRISE DTMs into geological zones. We then compute
the scale-dependence of the root mean square (RMS) height
variation of each of these zones. After fitting the resulting
curves with continuous piecewise linear functions, the characteristics of these fitting functions are compared to those of [19].
Each zone that matches a given Europan profile is marked as a
roughness analogue. While our methodology is stricly axed on
roughness analogues, we also briefly discuss the rationale for
possible overlaps between roughness analogues and geological
processes analogues. Several areas with high concentration of
roughness analogues are then further analysed with optical and
radar data.
The manuscript is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces
the MOLA and HiRISE DTM datasets as well as the quantitative tools used to characterise fractal behaviour. In Section 3
we present the results of the roughness analogue detection algorithms, which are further discussed in Section 4. In Section
5, optical images of selected Europan terrains and their roughness analogues are shown and discussed, along with SHARAD
and MARSIS tracks over Martian terrains of interest. Section 6
concludes the paper.

onboard NASA’s Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft, launched in
1996 [24]. The data collected led to the creation of a global
digital elevation model of Mars for latitudes within [−87◦ , 87◦ ],
with a spatial resolution of about 463 metres in both directions
at the equator.
HiRISE local DTMs. HiRISE is an imager onboard NASA’s
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter that acquired stereo image pairs
from which digital elevation models can be built [21]. At the
time of writing, there were 575 available DTMs, all of which
were analysed. Their spatial resolution is of 1 or 2 m (with
variations of a few centimetres for each DTM).
2.2. Scene selection
The global MOLA DTM is subdivided into squares with
length L = 35 km, spaced 0.25◦ apart (leading to a ∼ 50%
overlap between two adjacent scenes at the equator). The coordinates of each 35 km by 35 km square, expressed in latitudes and longitudes, are used to query the MOLA MEGDR,
expressed as planetary radii. The extracted “sector” is then expressed in a set of Cartesian coordinates where the topography
is oriented purely in the z-direction. Lastly, as advised in [18],
the average bidimensional slope of the terrain is removed. This
is done by computing the average plane defined by the DTM,
and by subtracting it from the DTM.
Similar to the Galileo-derived DTMs of Europa [19], HiRISE
DTMs often encompass scenes with various geological units,
and it is more interesting to analyse the fractal properties of
each of these units, rather than of the DTM as a whole (this
is not done with the MOLA dataset due to its low resolution).
We thus segmented each of the HiRISE DTMs into smaller areas though to be representative of a given geological unit. In
[19], this cartography was done by hand. Here, due to the large
number of DTMs to analyse, we resorted to building an automatic method based on k-means clustering [25]. The HiRISE
DTMs included in our study and their respective tilings can be
obtained by contacting the corresponding author.
2.3. Characterising fractal behaviour
We consider all terrains to be finite, discrete two-dimensional
surfaces. These surfaces will be referred to as z(ri ) with ri being
the point at which the terrain height z is measured, indexed by
an unique index i = {1, ..., N} where N is the total number of entries, or pixels, in the DTM. For a given baseline ∆, the variance
of the height differences of the terrain z is given by [18]
σ2 (∆) =

2. Methodology
In this section we introduce the Martian datasets and quantitative tools used to analyse the fractal behaviour of the surface
of Mars, as well as the criteria used to detect Europan roughness
analogues.

N
1 X
[z(ri ) − z(ri + ∆)]2 .
N i=1

(1)

This quantity is commonly referred to as the Allan variance in
the literature [18].
For a self-similar terrain, the Allan deviation σ scales with a
given power of the baseline. In other words, for two baselines
∆0 and ∆1 we have
!H
∆1
σ(∆1 ) = σ(∆0 )
,
(2)
∆0

2.1. Datasets
MOLA Mission Experiment Gridded Data Record (MEGDR).
The Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) is an instrument
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The considered functions are the following:
f0 (x; p) =(p2 x + p1 ),
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where p ≡ (p1 , p2 , ..., p6 ) is a vector containing the different
parameters of the fit, and Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function.
p1 is the intersection of the first segment with the y-axis, p2
is the slope of the first segment, p3 is the x-coordinate of the
first break point (if any), p4 the slope of the second segment (if
any), p5 the x-coordinate of the second break point (if any), and
p6 , the slope of the third segment (if any). Figure 1 illustrates
the six fitting parameters on an example Martian Allan profile
and its three-segment fit. Being Hurst coefficients, p2 , p4 and
p6 are non-dimensional. The numerical values of p1 , p3 and
p5 are understood to be logarithms of the considered baseline
expressed in metres.
Let η the number of baseline values that were computed
through (1). We set the threshold for the squared norm of the
residuals above which the algorithm should try to fit with a
function with an additional breakpoint to

p3

p5

Figure 1: Example of an experimentally-derived Allan profile (blue curve) and
its three-segment linear fitting function (orange curve), alongside an illustration
of the fitting parameters p. The profile itself comes from a 35 km × 35 km area
centred on (-73.5◦ N,293.0◦ E) coming from the MOLA dataset.

where H is a dimensionless quantity known as the Hurst exponent. It can have values between 0 and 1, where H = 0 characterises a scale-independent, Gaussian random rough surface.
In practice, the profiles are built by finite increments of ∆,
which we take here to be the resolution of the considered DTM.
To keep computation time manageable, all HiRISE DTMs were
downsampled to a resolution of about 25 m (i.e., a downsizing
by a factor 1/25 for ∼1 m resolution DTMs and 2/25 for ∼2 m
resolution DTMs), which is still better than the most highlyresolved DTM studied in [19], which had a resolution of 29 m.

θ = 10−4 η.

(6)

This value was chosen by trial-and-error such as to achieve a
good balance between goodness-of-fit and economy of breakpoints (too small a value leads to every profile being characterised with f2 ; too large a value leads to poor fits).
We note that it is not always possible to fit a piecewise linear
function to a given Allan profile, if for instance, it comes from
a terrain without a scaling law to start with. These cases can
be detected through their unusually high square norm of the
residuals, and as we will see, they are extremely rare.
More details about the fitting procedure can be found in Appendix A.

We note that, as with any analysis of the type, the resulting
Allan profiles carry with them errors due to the finite resolution
of the DTMs in both horizontal and vertical directions. We did
not take steps to address this for two reasons: (i) this was not
done in [19] and we want our methodology to be as similar as
possible to that analysis, and (ii) both MOLA and HiRISE are
validated products with minimal uncertainties.

2.4. Roughness analogue detection

2.3.1. Fitting method

2.4.1. Criteria
Once the fitting parameters are determined according to the
procedure laid out in the previous subsection, they can be directly compared to the results of [19] for each type of Europan
terrain. The DTMs in [19] have been analysed at scales between
30 m and 5 km, and the statistical error on the derived fractal
parameters are discussed.
We consider that a given Martian DTM can be marked as a
roughness analogue if it satisfies the following three criteria:

When plotted on a graph with logarithmic axes, the extracted
Allan profiles can typically be approximated as linear or piecewise linear functions. In [19], the number of breakpoints was
chosen by hand, and their placement was then determined by
optimisation. In this study, due to the large number of DTMs
to analyse, we optimise both the number and the placement of
possible breakpoints. We use the following fitting algorithm.
Three fitting functions are considered, a function f0 containing no breakpoints, a function f1 containing one breakpoint, and
a function f2 containing two breakpoints. The fitting is done in
the least-square sense. For a given profile the algorithm would
first attempt to fit f0 ; if the squared norm of the residuals is
higher than a given threshold θ [given at formula (6)], the algorithm attempts at fitting f1 ; and if the fitting is still deemed too
poor, the algorithm will use f2 .

1. if the Allan profile is composed of two or three segments,
the scale of the breakpoints (p3 and/or p5 ) must match
those of [19] within a 30% margin;
2. the Hurst exponents p2 , p4 (if composed of two segments),
and p6 (if composed of three segments) must match those
of [19] within an absolute error of ±0.1;
3

3. the RMS height differences at a chosen reference scale
must match those computed from of [19] within a 30%
margin.

counterparts. This upper bound, however, depends on the considered ∆max (which is different for MOLA scenes and HiRISE
tiles), and on the particular Europan terrain under consideration
(e.g., through the number of breakpoints).

Caution must be exercised in the implementation of the
first criterion, as the vastly different resolutions of MOLA and
HiRISE make its application slightly different. Indeed, due to
the low resolution of MOLA (463 m), we only allow breakpoints at scales & 1000 m. Consequently, if an Europan DTM
displays a breakpoint below that value, it will be ignored, and
the situation will be as if the first segment continued uninterrupted down to small scales. On the other hand, since the resolution of HiRISE DTMs is comparable or better than that of the
DTMs studied in [19], no breakpoint needs to be ignored in this
case.
The reference scale mentioned in the third criteria is also a
different quantity for MOLA and HiRISE, once again due to
the very large difference in resolution between the two datasets.
Being local, high-resolution DTMs with various sizes, HiRISE
DTMs are very similar in nature to the Europan DTMs studied
in [19]. For this reason, we believe we can directly compare the
values of p1 of the two datasets (this corresponds to choosing a
reference scale of 1 m). A 30% relative margin at that scale of
reference thus translates into an absolute margin of ±[log(1.3)−
log(0.7)]/2 = ±0.135 on p1 . The low resolution of MOLA
makes applying the same criteria much less meaningful, in large
part because of the sub-resolution breakpoint issue mentioned
earlier. Thus we choose 463 m as the reference scale in the
case of MOLA, and we denote the RMS height difference at
this scale as σ463m . For each Europan terrain, σ463m can be
computed through the profiles given in [19]. Note that Pwyll
terrains have a resolution of 1039 m, and in these cases, we take
the next MOLA profile bin, 925 m, as the reference baseline
for the RMS height difference (thus minimising the amount of
smaller-scale extrapolation). We denote this quantity as σ925 m .

3. Results
In this section we present the results of our roughness analogue search for the two aforementioned Martian datasets. For
convenience, the names of Martian regionsreferred to in this
section are reported on a map in Supplementary Material 1 (Figure S1).
3.1. MOLA dataset
Figure 2 displays the main results of the roughness characterisation of Mars using the methodology outlined in the previous section on the MOLA dataset. Figure 2-(a) shows the Hurst
coefficient of the first segment of the Allan profile, which corresponds to the p2 parameter. Figure 2-(b) shows the RMS height
difference at resolution baseline (463 m), computed from H and
σ1m through (2), where σ1m corresponds to 10 p1 . It can be seen
that most of Mars has an initial Hurst coefficient above 0.6, and
a σ463m below 40 m. The baseline at which the first breakpoint
occurs in the Allan profile is mapped in Figure 2-(c), with areas
that do not present a breakpoint at all (i.e., purely linear Allan
profiles) being in black. About 71% of the investigated MOLA
scenes present one inflection point somewhere in their Allan
profile, and 5% have two inflections. Overall, the northern lowlands tend to have breakpoints at smaller baselines (< 2.5 km)
than the rougher southern hemisphere, where breakpoints will
be observed at higher scales (> 3.5 km). The pure monofractal behaviours are mostly found in smooth areas and on crater
rims. The Hurst exponent of the derived Allan profiles beyond
that breakpoint is mapped in Figure 2-(d). In most cases, a decrease is observed, and the majority of areas with more than one
Hurst exponent are characterised by H < 0.6 after their first inflection point. Lastly, Figures 2-(e) and (f) show the baseline at
which the second breakpoint occurs, and the Hurst coefficient
beyond this breakpoint, respectively. They are more prevalent
in the smoother northern plains (e.g., Utopia, Isidis, and Chryse
Planitiae), where the second breakpoint is present at scales of 3
to 4 km and the subsequent Hurst coefficients around 0.4. They
are also particularly concentrated in the grabens of Ceraunius
Fossae, with a second breakpoint at scales of 5 to 6 km, and
low subsequent Hurst coefficients, between 0.1 and 0.2.
The vast majority of MOLA scenes are very well fitted by a
0-, 1-, or 2-breakpoint piecewise linear function. Indeed, we
found that, for 99.82% of MOLA scenes, the squared norm
of the residuals is below 0.005, which is already a very small
value indicating an excellent fit1 . The 0.18% remaining MOLA
scenes which could not be approximated by even a 2-breakpoint
piecewise linear function are extremely rare, thus we believe
they do not compromise our analysis.

2.4.2. Roughness analogue distance
In addition to the criteria above, which are used to determine
if a given terrain is a roughness analogue or not, we define an
“Allan distance” S between two profiles σ1 (∆) and σ2 (∆) (expressed in logarithmic scale) as follows:
Z
2

S ≡

∆max

n
o
d∆ [σ1 (∆) − σ2 (∆)]2 ,

(7)

0

where ∆max is the maximum useful baseline of the profiles. As a
proxy for the area between two Allan profiles, the quantity can
be used a metric for how close a detected Martian roughness
analogue is to its Europan terrain.
In this study, we use the profile-fitting functions to establish
this distance (as opposed to the profiles themselves), since their
piecewise linear nature allows for the derivation of analytical
forms of S .
An Allan distance of S = 0 indicates a perfect match between the two curves. While in principle unbounded, the criteria laid out in Section 2.4.1 provide an upper bound to the Allan
distances between our roughness analogues and their Europan

1 The value is non-dimensional since the considered functions are logarithms
of quantities expressed in metres.
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Figure 2: Overview of the fractal characterisation of the surface of Mars using the proposed methodology on the MOLA dataset, presented in cylindrical projection.
(a) Hurst coefficient of the first segment of the obtained Allan profiles. (b) Root mean square height difference at 463 m baseline. (c) Scale of the first inflection
point observed in the Allan profile, if any. (d) Hurst coefficient after the first inflection point, if any. (e) Scale of the second inflection point observed in the Allan
profile, if any. (f) Hurst coefficient after the second inflection point, if any. If the profile presents no inflection point, the corresponding tile is black if Figures (c) to
(f).

The computed roughness at baseline scale is in overall agreement with similar studies in the literature, such as those from
Kreslavsky and Head [26] and Orosei et al. [27], accounting
for methodological differences. These differences include the
ability to optimise for both the number and the location of
the breakpoints along the entire Allan curve, which leads to
a much greater portion of Mars to be classified as piecewise
monofractal (as opposed to single-segment monofractal), compared to [27]. Another important methodological difference is
how the Allan profiles were computed. In the study from Orosei
et al., the profiles were computed on one-dimensional 30 kmlong profiles obtained using a low-level MOLA data product,

whereas we use square scenes from the MOLA MEGDR data
product.
A number of latitude-dependent artefacts can be observed on
the maps of p2 to p6 [Figures 2-(a,c,d,e,f))]. To probe the origin
of these features we reran our analysis with (i) different fitting
procedures (ii) different scene conditioning (removal of the average plane) and (iii) different choices of scene size. Regarding
the last point we varied both the dimensions of the scene in kilometres (where the number of pixels in each scene increases with
latitude) and in degrees (which ensure the number of pixels is
constant in each scene). These artefacts were preserved both
in aspect and position no matter which methodological choice
5

With a σ463m = 2.91 m and a Hurst’s coefficient H = 0.68
at scales above 395 m, Powys ridged terrains are very smooth,
and roughness analogues abound on the Martian surface. Most
of them are found in the smooth Vastitas Borealis, but high concentrations can also be found in East Tharsis. Other zones rich
in Powys ridged terrain roughness analogues are the Daedalia,
Solis, and Icaria Plana, as well as Amazonis Planitia.
Darkspot ridged terrains (σ463m = 45.29 m and H = 0.64)
are significantly rougher, but Martian roughness analogues are
still quite numerous. They are found predominantly between
−30◦ N and 20◦ N, with dense clusters being the found on the
flank of the Arsia Mons, in Echus Chaos, and in Nili Fossae.
The flanks of Elysium Mons and its two small neighbouring
volcanoes are also densely picked up as roughness analogues.
Pwyll, Cilix, and Yelland ridged terrains have, on the other
hand, much fewer roughness analogues on the Martian surface.
With σ925 m = 35.22 m, Pwyll is not a rough terrain, but its
Hurst coefficient of of H = 0.39 is rather unusual by Martian
standards. Cilix and Yelland LowRes terrains present breakpoints in their Allan profile at around 2000 m and 3000 m, respectively, and also have appreciable roughness (σ463m ≈ 20
m). There are nevertheless several areas where they cluster
rather densely: the chaotic terrain south of Olympus Mons, Aeolis Planum, and Avernus Colles.

was made, which leads us to conclude they are dataset-related.
We note that similar patterns around 42◦ latitudes (north and
south) were observed in the spatial distribution of monofractal
behaviour of [27]. While an in-depth discussion on the origin
of these artefacts is outside the scope of the paper (we can only
prove they do not depend on our methodological choices), we
hedge against their impact by allowing large margins on the
detection of roughness analogues, as explained in the previous
section. We also note that the RMS height difference at 463 m
baseline [Figure 2-(b)], which is a derived quantity, does not
present such artefacts at any latitude, and shows the same natural variations as the 600 m baseline roughness map of [26].
Lastly, we remark that by allowing breakpoints to arise at scales
as low as 1 km, some Hurst coefficients are evaluated with only
three data points. In that regard, the results of our method are
arguably less precise than those of [27], but better-suited to the
applications we want to make of them, since they make a clear
distinction between pure monofractal and piecewise monofractal behaviour.
On the basis of the criteria laid out in Section 2.4.1, we constructed binary logical maps (”roughness analogue” or ”not a
roughness analogue”) for each type of Europan terrain. The
roughness analogue maps for Europan ridged and chaos terrains, which cover more than 90% of Europa [28], are given
in Figure 3 and 4, respectively, whereas the maps for all other
roughness analogues are shown in Appendix B. When a MOLA
scene matches any of the geological sub-units of a given Europan terrain, the corresponding ”pixel” is marked with a +
sign, whose colour depends on the Europan area in question,
and whose size is proportional to 1/S [see (7)], computed, in
this case, with ∆max = log(10.186 × 103 ) = 4.008, 10.186 km
being the largest baseline of these profiles. The average Allan
distance across all analogues is avg(S ) = 0.09, a value which is
also fairly consistent across terrain types taken individually, due
to the fact that identical margins were used to detect roughness
analogues in logarithm space. The largest recorded Allan distance across all terrains is 0.27 whereas the minimum recorded
S is 0 (indicating perfect match within the significant figures of
the parameters of the Allan fits). The Allan distance histograms
for each terrain are given in Supplementary Material 2 (Figure
S2). To avoid divergence in the marker size, we capped this
quantity on the maps so that the largest marker corresponds to
S = 10−3 . Note that the marker sizes are uniform across all
roughness analogue maps. The most interesting areas to analyse are those where the density of marked pixels is the highest.
Considering all types of Europan terrains, roughness analogues are most commonly around the chaotic terrains of Olympus Mons, on the flanks of Tharsis Montes, and within Aeolis
Planum. Over the next paragraphs we will analyse in detail the
roughness analogue maps for every type of Europan terrain.

3.1.2. Matrix
The matrix terrain roughness analogue map is shown in Figure 4. At scales above 463 m, the three types of Europan chaos
matrix terrains analysed in [19] have monofractal behaviour,
meaning no breakpoint above that scale was found. They are
characterised by significant roughness, with σ463m ranging from
35 m to 45 m, and by low Hurst’s coefficients, from 0.22 to 0.42.
Consequently, their Martian roughness analogues are considerably rarer than for ridged terrains. Most of the roughness analogues are of Conamara; Powys being the least common.
Matrix roughness analogues are predominantly found in the
chaotic terrain surrounding Olympus Mons, in Gigas Sulci, in
the rough ridged areas surrounding Gordii Dorsum, and on the
boundary of Lycus Sulci. They are also found in the aprons of
Tharsis Montes, in Aeolis Planum, and in Avernus Colles.
3.1.3. Craters
Roughness analogue maps for Europan crater peaks, floors,
rims, and ejecta can be found in Appendix B in Figures 14, 15,
16, and 17, respectively.
Manannán crater peak roughness analogues have a rather
scattered distribution, with numerous roughness analogues being found in the crater-rich southern hemisphere. Clusters are
found predominantly on Martian volcanoes (Olympus Mons,
Tharsis Montes), in polar areas (at latitudes higher than 85◦ ),
and in Amazonis Mensa. Pwyll crater peak roughness analogues are most common in Margaritifer Terra, a region rich
with impact craters.
Crater floors roughness analogues, on the other hand, are few
and scattered on Mars. A notable exception is the area east of
Siton Undae, near the north pole, where a high concentration of
Manannán crater floor roughness analogues are concentrated.

3.1.1. Ridged terrain
The ridged terrain roughness analogue map is shown in Figure 3. Roughness analogues have been identified for five out
of the nine areas that were investigated by Steinbrügge et al.,
namely Pywll, Powys, Darkspot, Cilix, and Yelland LowRes.
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Figure 3: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the roughness analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan ridged terrains found through
the MOLA dataset. The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure 4: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the roughness analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan chaos matrices found through
the MOLA dataset. The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Roughness analogues of Europan crater rims are very common in all cratered areas on Mars, and in the polar regions.
Quite remarkably, virtually every large crater rim on Mars is
picked up as a Cilix crater rim roughness analogue. Manannán
crater rims, on the other hand, do not seem have many Martian
crater rims as roughness analogues. Their roughness analogues
are predominantly found in areas surrounding Olympia Undae,
at high northern latitudes.
Lastly, roughness analogues of Europan crater ejecta are
sparsely distributed across the equatorial regions of the Martian surface. Denser groups of roughness analogues are found
on the flanks of Tharsis Montes and around Olympus Mons.

only 111 roughness analogues were found, 101 of which are
Cilix crater features (3 crater peaks, 94 crater rims, and 4 crater
ejecta). Only six roughness analogues in total were found for
ridged terrains: four for Darkspot and two for Yelland HighRes.
Two Powys chaos matrix terrain and two Pwyll smooth terrain
roughness analogues were also found.
Although the detected roughness analogues are interesting,
there are far too few of them to draw meaningful conclusions,
and results of the HiRISE analysis cannot be used to bridge
the high-resolution gap of the MOLA analysis, as initially intended. Nonetheless, we believe it is important to report a null
result, and the few roughness analogues we detected can still be
used as inputs for future RIME/REASON backscattering simulations. The complete list of roughness analogues, their Allan
profile, and their Allan distance to the Europan terrain of interest can be obtained by contacting the corresponding author.
A fair amount of Martian crater rims are found amongst
the 94 Cilix crater rims roughness analogues found in
the HiRISE dataset, a result that mirrors what was observed with MOLA (see Figure 16). Amongst the most
interesting findings, the clusters of aligned cones seen
in DTEEC 009175 1810 009808 1810 A01 were marked
as both a Powys matrix roughness analogue and a Yelland HighRes ridged terrain one.
Different parts of
the ridged structure inside Becquerel crater, seen in
DTEEC 001546 2015 001955 2015 were marked as Darkspot
ridged terrain and Powys smooth terrain roughness analogues.
The rougher parts of the inverted riverbed system inside Gale
crater, seen in DTEEC 009149 1750 009294 1750 U01, were
also marked as a Darkspot ridged terrain roughness analogue.
Lastly, the chaotic ridged system present in the new impact site
seen in DTEEC 036481 1835 036336 1835 A01 is also a Yelland HighRes ridged terrain analogue.
In the next section, we attempt to explain the scarcity of detected roughness analogues in the HiRISE dataset as well as to
draw parallels between the results obtained from MOLA and
HiRISE.

3.1.4. All other terrains
Europan smooth terrain roughness analogues are shown in
Figure 18. This type of terrain is very common on Mars. Powys
smooth terrain roughness analogues are distributed quite homogeneously at latitudes below 50◦ N whereas Pwyll ones are
more concentrated in the equatorial regions, albeit in smaller
numbers.
Pwyll undifferentiated terrain roughness analogues are
shown in Figure 19. They are the least common type of terrain on Mars. Clusters can be found in the chaotic region south
of Olympus Mons, as well as on the northern flank of Ascraeus
Mons.
Ridged plates roughness analogues can be seen in Figure 20.
Powys and Conamara HighRes roughness analogues are very
common on Mars, whereas Conamara LowRes ones are almost
absent. The main reason for this is the high roughness of Conamara LowRes ridged plates reported in [19], which translates
into σ463m = 56.12 m. Analogues of Powys ridged plates are
found around all the seven major Martian volcanoes, in Arabia
Terra, Terrae Sabaea and Sirenum. Conamara HighRes roughness analogues, on the other hand, are more concentrated in the
equatorial regions, with particularly high concentrations around
Elysium Mons, in Nepenthes Mensae, and in Hesperia Planum.
Likewise, irregular ridged plates roughness analogues, which
are reported in Figure 21, are rather numerous and fairly homogeneously distributed across the [−40◦ N, 40◦ N] range.
The roughness analogue of Europa band terrains is shown
in Figure 22. This type of terrain is relatively rare, although
several clusters can be seen. Cilix band terrain roughness analogues are found mostly within [−40◦ N, 40◦ N], with denser
groups on flanks of the Tharsis Montes volcanoes, in Echus
Chasma, around Aram Chaos, and in Nili Fossae. Pwyll band
terrain roughness analogues, are found predominantly south of
Olympus Mons, in Arsia Sucli, in Aeolis Mensae, and Avernus
Colles, a pattern that is similar to matrix terrain.
Double ridge terrain roughness analogues can be found in
Figure 23. The map is dominated by Pwyll roughness analogues, which concentrate mostly south of Olympus Mons,
around the Tharsis Montes volcanoes, in Memnonia Sulci, and
in Aeolis Mensae.

4. Discussion
The primary reason for why only a handful of Euopan roughness analogues are found in the HiRISE results is that it is a
function of sample size. There are about 10 million scenes
in the proposed MOLA analysis versus 2241 geological units
(i.e., subdivisions of a given DTM) in the HiRISE dataset. This
is further illustrated in Figure 5, which compares the positions
of MOLA and HiRISE datapoints in two-dimensional spaces
defined by p1 and p2 , the parameters describing the first segment of any Allan profile we computed, along with the area
that the selection criteria of each European terrain occupies in
it. HiRISE is a local dataset, containing DTMs of “unique” and
“peculiar” areas of Mars, which is why the two scatterplots do
not have exactly the same distributions, even accounting for the
different coordinate systems. This explains why Powys ridged
plates roughness analogues, for instance, one of the most common type of terrain on Mars, are not present at all in the HiRISE
analysis results. Additionally, the fact that no breakpoints were

3.2. HIRISE dataset
Overall, roughness analogues of Europan terrains are rare in
the HiRISE dataset: out of the 2441 HiRISE tiles analysed,
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neglected in the HiRISE analysis naturally implies a stricter selection.
Three Martian regions that regularly show a high concentration of Europan roughness analogues in the MOLA dataset are
Aeolis Planum, West Tharsis/Gordii Dosrum, and the flanks of
major volcanoes (Tharsis Montes, Elysium Mons, Hecates and
Albor Tholi). Aeolis Planum contains roughness analogues of
Pwyll ridged terrain, Conamara HighRes matrix terrain, Pwyll
crater ejecta, undifferentiated terrain, band terrain, and double
ridges. West Tharsis, and in particular, Gigas Sulci and the
ridged area of Gordii Dorsum, displays roughness analogues
to several types of ridged and matrix terrains, Manannán crater
peaks, Pwyll crater ejecta, Pwyll undifferentiated terrain, Conamara HighRes ridged plates and irregular ridged plates, and
Pwyll bands and double ridges. Areas concentrated around the
flanks of Martian volcanoes were identified as roughness analogues for Darkspot ridged terrains, Conamara HighRes matrix
terrains, as well as for Powys smooth terrain and ridged plates.
It is interesting to remark that many of the Martian roughness
analogue terrains we detected are ”topographic opposites” of
Europan terrains: where Europan terrains are characterised by
ridges, their Martian fractal roughness analogues are characterised by troughs. This will be more evident in the next section, where we compare optical images of Europan and Martian
terrains.
The DTMs of different Europan terrain studied in [19] had
different resolutions, which has an impact on the derived fractal
properties, as discussed in the aforementioned reference. While
the resolution of the two Martian dataset used in this paper are
constant, the roughness analogue maps we compiled may be
affected by the different resolutions used to initially define the
Europan terrains.
Regions of Mars that are surprisingly poor or even devoid
of Europa roughness analogues, despite being characterised
by strong roughness with linear or chaotic features, are Lycus Sulci, Ceraunius Fossae, and Noctis Labyrinthus. The
outer and smoother sector of Lycus Sulci is characterised by
σ463m ≈ 50 m, whereas its inner and rougher region presents
with a σ463m ≈ 100 m, which is above most Europan terrains
analysed in [19]. Moreover, the outer and inner portions of Lycus Sulci both show inflections in their Allan profiles at scales
∆ ≈ 2000 m and 3000 m, respectively. Such inflections are
only seen in Cilix and Yelland LowRes ridged terrains, as well
as in Cilix band terrain, both being smoother at 463 m baseline.
Similar comments can be made for Ceraunius Fossae and Noctis Labyrinthus; with RMS height differences at 463 m baseline
being above 50 m or sometimes 100 m, few Europan terrains
satisfy the σ463m criterion.
While the number of HiRISE roughness analogues is insufficient to meaningfully complement the MOLA analysis, it is
interesting to note that several of the few Europan ridged terrain roughness analogues detected in the HiRISE dataset also
present ridged geology, and that a significant proportion of Cilix
crater rims roughness analogues are also crater rims, echoing a
MOLA result. This provides more evidence to the robustness
of the MOLA analysis.
From a geological standpoint, correlations between the char-

acteristics of the roughness and the underlying geological process have been investigated (see e.g., [30][31]). While an analysis of the circumstances under which a roughness analogue
is also a geological analogue falls outside of the scope of this
study, we present some arguments as to why the existence of
such overlaps is reasonable. The topic is indeed non-trivial,
as the geodynamics of the outer planets satellites, such as Europa, are influenced by several unique phenomena (e.g., tidal
squeezing, linear volcanism, ion sputtering) not encountered in
the terrestrial planets, such as Mars [32]. For instance, Skjetne
et al. have recently shown that Martian and European chaos
blocks share different morphological properties [33]. Nonetheless, there are several common exogenic and endogenic processes that are widespread in the solar system, such as impact
cratering, extensional and compressional tectonism, or mass
wasting. Craters, basins, ridges, troughs, folds, dikes, diapirs
are geological features found on both the solid bodies of the
outer solar system and inner planets, although differences in
their morphological characteristics can be traced back to the
differences in their compositions and temperatures [32]. However some of the geomorphologies on the icy moons of Jupiter
have been found to be similar to that of the terrestrial planets,
owing to the similarity between the rheological properties of
ice at the low temperatures of the Jovian moons and that of silicates at the inner planet temperatures [32][34][35]. And indeed,
one of the most striking results of our analysis in that regard
is the correspondence between Cilix crater rims and large Martian crater rims. Thus, as roughness analogues have been found,
a rigorous geological analysis of these roughness analogues is
thus certainly an interesting topic for a future study.
5. Optical and radar data on portions of interest
In the previous sections, we described a methodology to
identify roughness analogues of Europa on Mars based on their
Allan profile, and discussed the main findings of our analysis.
In order to illustrate the results of this analysis, in this section
we present pairs of optical images showing a given Europan
terrain and one of its detected Martian roughness analogues.
We also show SHARAD and MARSIS radargram pairs taken
over three ridged and matrix terrain roughness analogue-rich
regions.
5.1. CTX optical images
As stated earlier, relatively large margins were taken for the
detection of roughness analogues, in order to have a sufficiently
wide pool of candidates. The deliverable of interest are the
zones where the roughness analogues are most densely concentrated, rather than the few MOLA scenes with the closest
Allan profile matches (i.e., the smallest S ), which are not necessarily part of a cluster. The rationale for this is doublefold.
The first reason is to have a more general study, which points
out zones of interest which can then be further analysed, e.g., in
terms of geological processes or in terms of Allan profile closeness. The second reason is that we intend to use these roughness
analogues for radar investigations, including analyses of Martian radargrams and/or performing backscattering simulations,
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Terrain west of Gordii Dorsum, Mars (5.6°N, 212.7°E)

3 km

Conamara LowRes, Europa (9.2°N, 85.7°E)

3 km

Figure 6: An area west of Gordii Dorsum, Mars, imaged by MRO’s CTX (6
metres per pixel), alongside Conamara terrain, Europa, imaged by Galileo’s
SSI (54 metres per pixel), shown at the same scale. This area of Conamara
comprises chaos matrix terrain, intertwined with ridged plates and irregular
ridged plates.
(a)

Aeolis Planum, Mars (0.7°N, 143.1°E)

Pwyll, Europa (-24.6°N, 90.6°E)

(b)
Figure 5: Areas of the roughness analogue selection criteria for a selection of
Europan terrains in a bidimensional space defined by the Hurst coefficient of the
first Allan segment p2 and the RMS height variation at 1 m scale in logarithmic
units, p1 , superimposed on a scatterplot of the Martian roughness characterisation in the same space. The dimensions of the Europan terrain boxes are derived
from the margins described in Section 2.4.1. (a) MOLA dataset, where the axes
are p2 and log(σ463m ) = p1 + p2 log(463), and where each dot represents a
35 km by 35 km MOLA scene, with a colour coding representing the density
of points (yellow meaning denser). (b) HiRISE dataset, where the axes are p2
and p1 , and where each dot represents a geological unit (or tile) within a given
HiRISE DTM. Note that not all of the European terrains are represented for
legibility, and that the spaces of (a) and (b) are not exactly identical, but related
by a linear transformation.

10 km

10 km

Figure 7: An area of Aeolis Planum, Mars, imaged by MRO’s CTX (6 metres
per pixel), alongside Pwyll, Europa, imaged by Galileo’s SSI (242 metres per
pixel), shown at the same scale. This area of Pwyll consists mostly of ridged
terrain, although band terrain can be seen on the lower right quarter.
Echus Chaos, Mars (-12.2°N, 285.4°E)

which are typically only meaningful over large areas. It is these
constrains which have driven the choice of images we show in
this section. The Europan images displayed here were captured
by the Solid Sate Imager (SSI) onboard NASA’s Galileo probe,
whereas the Martian images that we present were taken by the
Context Camera (CTX) onboard NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (MRO). For an easier comparison, the images of each
pair share the same scale.
In Figure 6, we compare the Conamara LowRes region of
Europa, which is characterised by chaos matrix terrain, ridged

4 km

Darkspot, Europa (-1.6°N, 134.0°E)

4 km

Figure 8: Echus Chaos, Mars, imaged by MRO’s CTX (6 metres per pixel),
alongside ridged terrain of Darkspot, Europa, imaged by Galileo’s SSI (20 metres per pixel), shown at the same scale.
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West Tharsis, Mars (12.3°N, 215.3°E)

5 km

Yelland LowRes, Europa (-15.9°N, 164.5°E)

5.2. SHARAD and MARSIS radargrams
In order to further illustrate the roughness analogues identified in Section 3 in the context of radar sounding, we propose in this subsection a cursory examination of SHARAD and
MARSIS radargrams acquired over three areas of interest: East
Tharsis, Aeolis Planum, the ridged terrain west of Gordii Dorsum. Aeolis Planum and Gordii Dorsum both present a ridged
topography; the direction of which is near-perpendicular to the
trajectory of both Mars Express and MRO.
Figure 11 presents portions of the SHARAD and 5 MHz
MARSIS radargrams (orbits 13582 and 05189 respectively)
over East Tharsis. The whole area is rich in Powys ridged
terrain analogues. The signal is relatively strong, as expected
from such a smooth terrain, although the terrain has a largescale slope (visible mostly on the SHARAD track, as the MARSIS track cuts across it). As already pointed out above, Powys
ridged terrain as characterised by very low roughness, which is
consistent with a strong nadir signal.
Figure 12 presents portions of the SHARAD and 5 MHz
MARSIS radargrams (orbits 04382 and 05057 respectively)
over Aeolis Mensae and Aeolis Planum. The area between
1◦ N and 4◦ N has a high concentration of Pwyll ridged terrain
roughness analogues and some Conamara HighRes matrix terrain roughness analogues, as discussed in Section 4 and shown
in Figure 7. The terrain of interest is surrounded by flat surfaces. The rugged topography of Aeolis Mensae can be observed at the start of the acquisition. The roughness analogue
area can clearly be identified as being rougher, although the loss
of SNR is not dramatic for either instrument.
Figure 13 presents portions of the SHARAD and 4 MHz
MARSIS radargrams (orbits 26901 and 13416 respectively)
over Gordii Dorsum and Lycus Sulci. From 2◦ N to around 6
◦
N, a smooth two-layer terrain from the southeast of Amazonis Planitia can be observed. The subsurface echo that is observed corresponds to the interface between the older Hesperian volcanic terrains and the younger Amazonian sediment that
covers it [39]. The low-SNR section stretching from 5.5◦ N to
9.0◦ N is acquired over a graben area of Gordii Dorsum, which
contains numerous Conamara LowRes matrix roughness analogues. North of 14◦ N latitude, the instrument is acquiring over
Lycus Sulci. The graben terrain of Gordii Dorsum leads to
strong diffuse losses in the backscattered signal power, which
is even weaker than in the outer part of Lycus Sulci. On the 4
MHz MARSIS data, it can be seen that the aforementioned subsurface layer does seem to continue under the very rough area
of Gordii Dorsum, a supposition corroborated by [40], which
examined MARSIS data over the same area, illustrating how
important roughness-induced signal losses at the surface might
make a subsurface echo invisible at higher frequencies.
While an extensive quantitative analysis of the backscattering properties of the detected roughness analogues is outside
the scope of this paper, these examples illustrate the behaviour
that can be expected from roughness analogues of chaos matrix
and ridged terrains. A high level of roughness-induced extinction was observed on chaos matrix roughness analogues such
as Gordii Dorsum, which conforms expectations [19]. On the

5 km

Figure 9: Linear and polygonal landforms of West Tharsis, imaged by MRO’s
CTX (6 metres per pixel), alongside ridged terrain of Yelland, Europa, imaged
by Galileo’s SSI (48 metres per pixel), shown at the same scale.

plates and irregular ridged plates, with the terrain west of Gordii
Dorsum on Mars. This area contains the densest cluster of
Conamara LowRes matrix terrain roughness analogues (see
Figure 4). Interestingly, while chaos matrix terrain does not
show strong roughness anisotropy, roughness in this portion of
Gordii Dorsum is preferentially-oriented.
Figure 7 presents a portion of Pwyll showing mostly ridged
terrain (band terrain can be see on the lower right quarter)
alongside an area from Aeolis Planum, characterised by a
ridged geology and few craters. The ridge-like morphology of
Aeolis Planum represents complex erosion patterns formed by
wind action [36].
Figure 8 shows the Darkspot terrain, which is entirely composed of ridged plains, and an area of the Echus Chaos. Echus
Chaos comprises of chaotic mesas (small plateaus), formed by
the collapse of the older Lunae Planum. The blocks of the collapsed material are further deformed by faulting, erosion and
lava embayment [37]. The Europan terrain, on the other hand,
has smaller but more closely-packed elongated troughs.
In Figure 9 we compare a part of Yelland LowRes showing
ridged, band and double ridge terrains with an area of West
Tharsis, south of Olympus Mons, which was very dense in
roughness analogues of Yelland LowRes ridged terrains (see
Figure 3). This region of Mars is also rich in Pwyll bands and
double ridges, but not in Yelland LowRes ones. It represents
the undivided transition unit between the younger Amazonian
and older Hespirian terrains [29]. The formation observed in
the figure can be identified as friable layered deposits, susceptible to wind erosion [38]. It is characterised by both linear and
polygonal features.
For each of these four examples, we plot in Figure 10 the
original and fitted Allan profile of the dominant MOLA tile
shown on the CTX images against the Allan profile fit of their
corresponding Europan terrain. Their Allan distances, as defined in (7), is also indicated for reference. (Note that the Europan profiles are those of the indicated geological unit, not
those of the entire SSI frame.)
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Figure 10: Comparison between the measured Allan profile on the MOLA dataset (blue), the corresponding piecewise linear fit (red), and the Allan profile fit of the
original Europan terrain (purple) for each of the roughness analogues shown in Figures 6–9. The Allan distance S between the Europan and Martian fitted profiles,
computed through (7), is also indicated. Note that several MOLA tiles may coexist in the aforementioned figures, thus the predominant one was selected for these
plots.

other hand, backscattering from ridged terrain roughness analogues such as East Tharsis shows minimal topographic clutter,
and moderate extinction. Follow-on studies will focus on largescale quantitative analysis of SHARAD and MARSIS radargrams over detected roughness analogues as well as coherent
backscattering simulations using RIME-like and REASON-like
instruments [41][42].

DTM dataset, with each of the DTMs being separated into different geological units using an automatic method. However,
very few roughness analogues were found. To contextualise our
findings, we presented several pairs of optical images showing
a given Europan terrain alongside one of its Martian roughness
analogues. We also presented and commented on SHARAD
and MARSIS radargrams passing over key Martian regions.
Our study is limited by several factors. The low resolution
of MOLA forced us to truncate the Europan Allan profiles by
ignoring any breakpoint with a scale below 1000 m. While the
large-scale roughness of Europan and detected MOLA roughness analogues will correspond, the same cannot be said for the
small-scale roughness. The analysis of the HiRISE dataset was
initially undertaken to fill that gap, but the results were not as
helpful as initially hoped. Indeed, due to the very local nature of
this dataset, and to the fact that the available DTMs are very unevenly distributed across Mars, very few roughness analogues
were found. Some comparisons with the MOLA results were
nevertheless possible. Another limitation stems from the fact
that the Europan DTMs which were studied in [19] all have different resolutions, which has an influence on the resulting Allan

6. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a series of maps showing the distribution of Europan roughness analogues on the Martian surface. These were obtained by locally computing the Allan profile across the whole MOLA dataset, fitting these profiles with
piecewise linear functions capable of capturing a great range
of fractal behaviours, then comparing the parameters of these
fits to those of Europan terrains available in the literature [19].
We found that Martian regions rich with roughness analogues
of several common types of Europan terrain include Aeolis
Planum and the chaotic region south of Olympus Mons. Additionally, we performed a similar analysis using the HiRISE
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Figure 11: SHARAD orbit 1358201 and MARSIS orbit 05189 radargrams passing over East Tharsis. Top picture shows the tracks superimposed on a shaded
relief topographic map of Mars, middle picture shows SHARAD acquisition,
bottom pictures shows MARSIS acquisition.

Figure 12: SHARAD orbit 0438202 and MARSIS orbit 05057 radargrams passing over Aeolis Planum. Top picture shows the tracks superimposed on a shaded
relief topographic map of Mars, middle picture shows SHARAD acquisition,
bottom pictures shows MARSIS acquisition.

profile. Our search for Martian analogues is thus only as accurate as the Europa roughness numbers available in the literature.
Despite these limitations, the roughness analogues we found
with our method were concentrated in specific, geologicallymeaningful areas, in particular in the case of ridged plains, matrix terrain, and crater rims.
East Tharsis, Echus Chaos, and Aeolis Planum had high concentration of Powys, Darkspot, and Pwyll ridged terrain roughness analogues, respectively. Roughness analogues of chaos
matrix terrain were much less common, however, the ridged
area of Gordii Dorsum showed a high concentration of Conamara chaos terrain roughness analogues. A qualitative analysis of SHARAD and MARSIS radargrams over these areas
reveals that roughness-related losses over the Pwyll ridged terrain roughness analogues are less important than over roughness analogues of Powys ridged terrain and Conamara chaos
matrix.
This work represents the foundation for leveraging Martian
radar data to support predictions of radar backscattering from
Europa with RIME and REASON, and we foresee many possibilities of future work. An immediate follow-on study would
be an in-depth, quantitative study of MARSIS and SHARAD
radargrams over the areas suggested in Section 5.2 of this
paper. The fractal characterisation dataset generated for this
study (Figure 2) could additionally be used to see whether current backscattering models for fractal terrains are able to correct predict coherent losses for MARSIS and SHARAD over
a given area. Another way to further exploit these data would
be to study the impact of multisegment Allan profiles on radar
backscattering; the characterisation of Figure 2 would provide ample data for validating a possible novel backscattering model. A third possible line of research would be to attempt comparative geology [30][31]. Lastly, as Europan DTM
datasets are very inhomogeneous with respect to quality, size,
and resolution, the fractal analogue maps shown in Figures 3

and 4, and Appendix B could thus also be used to drive the
choice of Martian analogue DTMs on which representative simulations of RIME and REASON acquisitions on Europa could
be attempted [41][42][43][44].
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A. Least-squares fitting parameters
For reproducibility, we present in this Appendix the parameters of the fitting procedure explained in Section 2.3.1.
The fitting was done in the least square sense with the
lsqcurvefit non-linear curve fitting function of MATLAB(R), using the Trust-Region-Reflective algorithm. For each
parameter to optimise for, a starting point can be defined, along
with an upper and lower bound. Denoting the the starting points
pinit , the lower bounds plow and the upper bounds pup , we took,
for MOLA:
pinit
plow
pup

=
=
=

(
(
(

and for HiRISE:
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Figure 13: SHARAD orbit 2690101 and MARSIS orbit 13416 radargrams passing over Gordii Dorsum and Lycus Sulci. Top picture shows the tracks superimposed on a shaded relief topographic map of Mars, middle picture shows
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where ∆max represents the highest scale present in the computed
σ(∆) curve.
Thus the starting point of all Hurst exponents (p2 , p4 and p6 )
is 0.5, and their bounds [0, 1]. The optimisation values for p1 ,
which controls the RMS height difference at scale 1 m were
taken such that σ1m ∈ [10−10 , 10] m. The values chosen for the
breakpoints p3 and p5 were chosen by trial-and-error based on
observation of a limited number of profiles.
B. MOLA roughness analogue maps
In this Appendix we present the MOLA-derived fractal analogue maps for all Europan terrains analysed in [19] except for
ridged plains and chaos matrix, which are more preponderant
on Europa and consequently shown in the main text, as Figures
3 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 14: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the fractal analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan crater peaks found through the
MOLA dataset. The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure 15: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the fractal analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan crater floors found through the
MOLA dataset.The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure 16: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the fractal analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan crater rims found through the
MOLA dataset. The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure 17: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the fractal analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan crater ejecta found through the
MOLA dataset. The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure 18: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the fractal analogs of the different sub-geological units of Europan smooth terrains found through the
MOLA dataset. The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure 19: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the fractal analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan undifferentiated terrains found
through the MOLA dataset. The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure 20: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the fractal analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan ridged plates found through the
MOLA dataset. The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure 21: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the fractal analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan irregular ridged plates found
through the MOLA dataset. The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure 22: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the fractal analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan band terrains found through the
MOLA dataset. The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure 23: Cylindrically-projected map of Mars highlighting the fractal analogues of the different sub-geological units of Europan double ridges found through the
MOLA dataset.The underlying map of Martian geological units was sourced from [29].
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Figure S1: Location of the Martian regions mentioned in this study (background image: Mars Viking colourised global mosaic). 1 Aeolis Mensae. 2 Aeolis Planum. 3 Albor
Tholus. 4 Amazonis Mensa. 5 Amazonis Planitia. 6 Arabia Terra. 7 Aram Chaos. 8 Arsia Mons. 9 Arsia Sulci. 10 Ascraeus Mons. 11 Avernus Colles. 12 Becquerel crater.
13 Ceraunius Fossae. 14 Chryse Planitia. 15 Daedelia Planum. 16 Echus Chaos. 17 Echus Chasma. 18 Elysium Mons. 19 Gale crater. 20 Gigas Sulci. 21 Gordii Dorsum.
22 Hecates Tholus. 23 Hesperia Planum. 24 Icaria Planum. 25 Isidis Planitia. 26 Lunae Planum. 27 Lycus Sulci. 28 Margaritifer Terra. 29 Memnonia Sulci. 30 Nepenthes
Mensae. 31 Nili Fossae. 32 Noctis Labyrinthus. 33 Olympia Undae. 34 Olympus Mons. 35 Siton Undae. 36 Solis Planum. 37 Terra Sabaea. 38 Terra Sirenum. 39 Tharsis
Montes (includes Arsia and Ascraeus Montes). 40 Utopia Planitia. 41 Vastitas Borealis.
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Figure S2: Histograms of the MOLA roughness analogues Allan distances for each type of European terrain, broken
down by area.
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